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● We want a good line in 
the form of:

● There is no m that 
goes through all of the 
points.

● How do we choose the 
best m?

Problem: Which line fits the data best?



We can evaluate different values of m with
Mean Square Error (MSE)

For our specific problem and for m = 1...

Is there an m better than m=1? How do we 
find an m that minimizes MSE?

Notation Alert!



Let’s Expand MSE!
First looking at the term inside the sum...

Plugging this back into the sum...



For our specific problem...

● We can plot this quadratic function 
to easily see the minimum.

● How can we easily find the answer 
for arbitrary sets of data?



We can find what m should be for any dataset using 
calculus!
● Recall the first derivative test: For a function f, if f’(c) = 0 then f either 

achieves a local minimum, maximum, or saddle point at c.

○ For a quadratic function with             this point will always be a global minimum, so don’t worry 
about the different cases for now.  



Solving for m...
1) Take the derivative of MSE

1) Set the derivative equal to 0



What about an offset term?
●                  is very limiting because we can only represent lines that go through 

the origin.

● How do we find best fit lines of the form 



The Partial Derivative. 
● For a function with more than one variable, the partial derivative is the 

derivative with respect to one of the variables, with the other variables treated 
as constants.

● An Example:

○ Partial with respect to w:

○ Partial with respect to z:

Notation Alert!



Extension of first derivative test to multiple variables.
● The function                         achieves a local maximum, local minimum, or 

saddle point at                       if all partial derivatives are 0 simultaneously at 
this point.

○ That is...

● WORKSHEET TIME!


